December 2020
DWRM – Doing What Really Matters
“Such an inspiring
organisation, you will
change lives!”

We are really excited to bring you this first newsletter, with a round-up of
all we have been doing over the last few months. It has been a busy time
and a steep learning curve, but we are on track with where we wanted to
be and looking forward to making more progress in 2021.

(Crowdfund supporter)

Celebrating a great start
for DWRM
We officially launched our social enterprise in September 2020 after an
intense few months of planning and are already celebrating a few key
milestones, including preparing to start our pilot project in 3 prisons in
January, expanding our team and receiving great support and publicity.
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DWRM is a social enterprise
set up in 2020 by Dan and
Ruth. Our objective is to
greatly increase the number
of people in prison studying
further and higher education.
We share a strong
commitment to social justice
and rehabilitation of people
in prison, manifested in
providing a strong prisoner
voice and empowerment.

News from Westminster
There are lots of reasons why it made
sense for our first partnership to be with
the University of Westminster. An early
conversation between our director Ruth
and Dr Morwenna Bennallick, lecturer in criminology and social sciences
confirmed numerous synergies and a shared vision relating to
opportunities for Higher Education in prisons. Westminster already has a
very inclusive admissions policy and has been very supportive of this
initiative to broaden access to full degree courses for current and former
prisoners. And as our director Dan starts his PhD with the school of Social
Sciences, our solid links are very much established.
In January we will start delivery of a Foundation module (Crime and
Society) to 10 students in each of three prisons. A detailed, independent
evaluation of this pilot project, led by Dr Camille Stengel from Greenwich
University and Dr Gill Grimshaw, will offer recommendations for stage 2
when we start offering full degree programmes in September 2021.
We are already preparing our promotional materials which will all be
printed in the print shop at HMP Coldingley, and which will have details
of what’s on offer to students from all of our partner universities.

Publicity

In November we were fortunate to have not one, not two, but three separate features in the prison newspaper
Inside Time, which has elicited a fantastic response from potential students. We love receiving the letters, which
help us to build up a picture of the level of interest in prisons across the country, and we reply individually to
each one we receive.

Grant Funding

2020 Funding Streams
Family Loan
Donations
Crowdfunding
Grants

Contact us
www.dwrm.org.uk
PO Box 6741,
Warwick, CV34 9SF
0800 987 5953
(from landlines and prisons)

info@dwrm.org.uk
@DWRM_CIC

Follow us on social media

Starting a new social enterprise requires energy, creativity,
determination, passion … and money ! Having laboured hard for many
months, we are now seeing this effort come to fruition. We particularly
want to acknowledge the support of The Forward Trust who offered
match funding for our recent Crowdfunding campaign, as well as all the
individuals who contributed to this. We also appreciate support from the
Quaker Prospect Grant. We have several more grant applications in the
pipeline and will also be signing our first proper contract in early 2021.

Meet the (growing) team

Julie is our Project Co-ordinator, leading on the arrangements for our
pilot project starting in January in Feltham, Coldingley and Bronzefield.
She has worked in several prisons participating in education and policy
development projects seeking input from those in prison. We hope that
she will be able to go into the prisons again once visiting restrictions are
lifted.
Gill is our Evaluation Co-ordinator and is preparing all the materials for a
thorough evaluation of our pilot project. Together with Camille, she will
be collecting data from all the key stakeholders. She has a very thorough,
people centred approach and we really appreciate her academic input.
In January we are planning to take on our first employee under the
Government Kickstart scheme. A young person (aged 18-24), currently
unemployed, with all costs covered by the scheme. We are fortunate to
be supported in this by The Forward Trust, who will act as the gateway
organization. Our new team member will be responsible for all our
student engagement.

Partner Universities

In preparation for September 2021, when we will start offering actual
degree courses, we are in discussions with several universities about how
we will work together to bring a greater choice of higher education to
people in prison. More details in our next newsletter.
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